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description

Hawajska Design website is my own Flash portfolio to showcase my design work including logos, print and websites.

site map

- Home
- About
- Services
- Testimonials
- Products
- Contact

sketches
design

My last name led me to Hawaii, where I found my home. I completed the Interface Design Program at the New Media Arts at the Kapiolani Community College and started my own graphic + web design studio.

In my work, I blend the design and technical skills with the European background, inspirations from traveling, passion for art and culture, and add a Hawaiian sunshine.

Enjoy viewing my portfolio.

Aria Hawajiska

Hawaijiska = Hawaii + ska

Polish last names end in -ski for women, -ski for men, and Hawaij is split Hawaij.

{ LOGO + PRINT + WEBSITE design = the WHOLE picture }

I provide comprehensive services, including designs of logos, stationary, brochures, websites (Flash and HTML/CSS).

My goal is to create effective communication and strong identity for my clients.
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